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Back of the Book: 

Bloodlust runs in his veins, a dark master waiting for the day it will reign over him. Now a woman with a pure 

soul and wicked intentions has him in her sights and is determined to crack the ice around his heart, and she 

might save or damn him. 

 

Antoine stands apart from the world around him, a dangerous and broken soul who must maintain rigid control 

at all times or risk his dark addiction finally seizing hold of him. The shadows of his past haunt him and he sees 

his bleak future each night when his brother wakes screaming, his blood addiction turning him savage. He 

cannot allow himself to feel, but when Sera walks into Vampirerotique, the erotic theatre he runs with three 

other vampires, to audition, she awakens dangerous desires in him—hungers that could spell the end of both of 

them. 

 

Sera has wanted Antoine since the night she first saw the gorgeous aristocrat vampire. She can’t ignore the deep 

carnal hunger he stirs in her or the ache to know the heat of his touch. With the help of her sire, an ex-performer 

at Vampirerotique, she sets in motion a game of seduction, one designed to thaw the ice in Antoine’s veins and 

make him burn for her. 

 

When Sera discovers the shocking truth about his past and the darkness that lurks within him, will she be strong 

enough to seize his heart with both hands and win him forever or will she lose him to the ghosts that still haunt 

him? 
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Teaser: 

Snow slowly opened his eyes and fixed him with a hard look. “Keep hold of those feelings, Antoine. Do not be 

deceived again. Sera is good for you. I can feel it in you. You are a different person now. You are happier than I 

have ever seen you.” 

 

First Line: 

Sera’s attention wasn’t on the show. While her sire sat beside her in the sumptuous red velvet seats of the dark 

stalls, her focus fixed on the erotic acts playing out on the stage of Vampirerotique, Sera’s gaze was elsewhere, 

drawn to a man who had been on her mind since the first time she had set eyes on him over a year ago. 

 

Plot & Characters: 

A thought provoking, intense and erotic tale of seduction! Seduce lured me in and held my heart captive 'till the 

very end! 

 

In this installment to Felicity Heaton's Vampire Erotic Theater Series we follow Antoine, part owner of 

Vampirerotique, and Sera, an Elite newly turned human, through a passionate story of seduction that consumed 

my every thought. Always known as cold and calculating, Antoine never saw himself falling for a female after 

suffering through the failure and pain of his last relationship. Sera knows what she wants and has Antoine in her 

sights no matter what it takes. One an Aristocrat of pure blood, the other an elite of the lower class, together a 

tale of forbidden love that unfolds within the famous Vampirerotique Theater where all the other characters of 

past and future installments can be found. 

 

From the beginning each page is filled with profound emotions and revelations that will have you falling for not 

only Antoine but also his tormented brother, Snow. We're taken deeper into the brothers' relationship and their 

heart wrenching past while learning Sera's place and purpose in Antoine's life, if there is one at all. Both the 

opening and the closing of Seduce are of an equal all-consuming suspense. The author writes with focused 

attention and knows how to tale an exquisite erotic paranormal romance! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Writing: 

Ms. Heaton has taken quite nicely to the spicier side of writing romance! She writes with a level of attention that 

pulls readers in while making the romance sizzle with passion and lust! As I've said in the past, Ms. Heaton is a 

natural! 

 

Summary: 

The first two books of this novella series gave readers a nice introduction to Antoine before we got to his book. I 

was uncertain as to what his story would be but couldn't wait to see what the author had in store for him. She 

didn't disappoint! Seduce is an all-consuming erotic romance that will pull at every single heart string you have! 

 
 

 

Thank you for stopping in and for downloading this review of Seduce by Felicity Heaton! Here’s to you 

enjoying your next read and don’t forget to stop back in on Bookin’ It Reviews to catch more downloads and 

freebies of all kinds! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


